Is there a Registration Equation?

Studies show four factors that, when presented simultaneously, increase donor registration rates.

The results of a series of studies funded by the Health Resources and Services Administration’s Division of Transplantation point the way to an effective formula for boosting donor registration rates.

In 2010, a research team led by psychologist Jason Siegel and researcher Eusebio Alvaro of Claremont Graduate University developed and tested the IIFF model that determined people are most likely to register when four factors (see chart below) are simultaneously present.

**IIFF Model for Promoting Donor Registration**

- Immediate and complete opportunity to register as a new donor
- Information about registration eligibility, religion-based objection, and registration procedures
- Focused engagement (ask potential donors their reasons for not registering)
- Favorable activation (induce positive emotion regarding organ donor registration)

In another round of studies between 2015 and 2018, Siegel and colleagues reexamined the IIFF model to see if changing the type of emotion provoked in an individual would change
the rates of registration. For example, would a feeling of gratitude make people more likely to register than a feeling of guilt?

Siegel and colleagues presented Hispanics, at two Mexican consulates (in Tucson, Arizona, and Albuquerque, New Mexico) and a Phoenix health clinic, with all four IIFF factors: an immediate opportunity to register, information about registration eligibility, focused engagement, and favorable activation. However, for favorable activation, some participants were shown Spanish-language videos that tried to provoke elevation (i.e., feeling uplifted or inspired) while others were shown videos that tried to provoke gratitude, guilt, serenity, or no emotion at all.

The researchers found that there was a high rate of registration across all participants—between 24% and 36%—regardless of the emotion that was induced by the videos. Siegel said it's likely that having all four IIFF factors present pushed registration likelihood so high that differences in the type of favorable activation were not enough to significantly influence donor decisions.

**Strategies that work:**

- Presenting all four factors of the IIFF model simultaneously
- Offering registration via iPad

“Even though 24% to 36% of participants had years to register as organ donors, they didn’t do so until all four components of the IIFF model were simultaneously present – which is not often encountered in everyday life,” Siegel said. “So it seems there are four things that, combined together, will increase donation rates: Give people a way to register right then and there, provide them with relevant information, put them in the right mindset, and get them focused on donation. If you do all those things, you’ll get good results.”

Another unexpected finding was that people were significantly less likely to register as organ donors using pen and paper than they were using an iPad.

“That surprised us, because we thought some people would be afraid to use an iPad due to unfamiliarity,” Siegel says. “One possibility is that people were more nervous about putting personal information on paper, where someone else might see it, than they were about entering it on an iPad.”

Siegel notes that others have also gotten positive results using the IIFF model – e.g., researchers in Australia found that providing an immediate opportunity to register boosted
registration rates to 60%, compared to less than 12% when the opportunity to register was not immediately available.

**Want to implement the IIFF model in your region?** You can access inspiring videos about organ donation in English and Spanish on the Division of Transplantation’s [website](http://www.divisionoftransplantation.org). You can also learn more about Siegel’s project by contacting him at Jason.siegel@cgu.edu and by using the resources below. To learn more about organ, eye and tissue donation, please visit organdonor.gov.

**Want to know more?**
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